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Indications for diuretic treatment
Pharmacology of the diuretic drugs—their action and relative effectiveness
Antidiuretic agents
The practice of diuretic therapy: the role of rest; low salt diet; cation-exchange resins; mechanical removal of transudates and edema fluid; organic mercurials; acidifying salts; xanthines; management of refractory edema.
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BEST AND TAYLOR
The Physiological Basis
of Medical Practice
SIXTH EDITION

In the preparation of this sixth edition of Best and Taylor, the book has undergone the most extensive revision since it was first published. Many figures have been redrawn; new ones have been added. The bulkiness of the book has been decreased by the deletion of older material and by a reduction in size of tables and illustrations. The index has been revised and enlarged. For convenience, the chapter number has been printed at the top of each page.

A remarkable correlation of clinical application and physiological principle, the sixth edition again earns for Best and Taylor the rank of a medical classic.

Reviewers of earlier editions have said:

...no book so completely provides the link between the clinician in practice and the interpreter of physiologic mechanisms in the laboratory as does this immensely useful volume.

Arch. Int. Med.

...the epitome—the ne plus ultra—of physiology texts.

Chicago M. School Quart.

Here is work which needs no laudatory remarks. It can and does stand on its own merits.

Eye, Ear, Nose & Throat Monthly.


...a 'must' book for every doctor's library.
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